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ABSTRACT
We describe the maternal-effect and zygotic phenotypes of null mutations in the Drosophila gene for

the ε-subunit of mitochondrial ATP synthase, stunted (sun). Loss of zygotic sun expression leads to a
dramatic delay in the growth rate of first instar larvae and ultimately death. Embryos lacking maternally
supplied sun (sun embryos) have a sixfold reduction in ATP synthase activity. Cellular analysis of sun
embryos shows defects only after the nuclei have migrated to the cortex. During the cortical divisions the
actin-based metaphase and cellularization furrows do not form properly, and the nuclei show abnormal
spacing and division failures. The most striking abnormality is that nuclei and spindles form lines and
clusters, instead of adopting a regular spacing. This is reflected in a failure to properly position neighboring
nonsister centrosomes during the telophase-to-interphase transition of the cortical divisions. Our study is
consistent with a role for Sun in mitochondrial ATP synthesis and suggests that reduced ATP levels
selectively affect molecular motors. As Sun has been identified as the ligand for the Methuselah receptor
that regulates aging, Sun may function both within and outside mitochondria.

ORGANIZATION of the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells equivalent to conventional cytokinesis. At metaphase,
the furrows invaginate to form a half shell encompassingdepends largely on the cytoskeleton. The organi-

zational role of the cytoskeleton is particularly dramatic each spindle. During late anaphase and telophase, the
metaphase furrows rapidly regress. Centrosome duplica-during the cortical syncytial divisions of the early Dro-

sophila embryo (reviewed in Foe et al. 1993; Sullivan tion occurs during late anaphase and newly formed
centrosome pairs are again located apically in the nextand Theurkauf 1995). After 9 divisions in the interior

of the embryo, syncytial divisions 10–13 occur in the interphase and the actin caps reform (Rothwell and
Sullivan 2000).actin-rich cortex just beneath the plasma membrane.

Cortical actin is homogenously distributed prior to the Mutational analysis has been used to identify compo-
arrival of the nuclei, but undergoes a dramatic redistribu- nents responsible for these cytoskeletal rearrangements
tion induced by the migrating nuclei and their associated (Sullivan et al. 1993). A particularly informative class
centrosomes. During interphase the actin concentrates of mutations are those that develop normally through
into apical caps centered above each cortical nucleus the precortical divisions, but show extensive errors when
and its apically positioned centrosomes. As the nuclei the nuclei reach the cortex. The rationale for focusing
progress into prophase, the centrosomes migrate to- on this class of mutations was that many are likely to
ward opposite poles and the actin caps undergo a dra- disrupt genes involved in the cytoskeletal rearrange-
matic redistribution to form an oblong ring outlining ments required for proper furrow formation. During
each nucleus and its associated separated centrosome the cortical divisions thousands of nuclei are dividing
pair. The actin rings are structurally and compositionally in a confined monolayer and the furrows are required

to prevent collisions between neighboring spindles and
nuclei. Eleven mutations in this class have been molecu-
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ogy, University of Texas, 140 Patterson Laboratories (C0930), 24th Fogarty et al. 1997; Sibon et al. 1997, 1999; BrodskySt. at Speedway Ave., Austin, TX 78712.

et al. 2000; Price et al. 2000).5Present address: Institució Catalana de Recerca i Estudis Avançats,
IBMB-CSIC-PCB, 08028 Barcelona, Spain. Unexpectedly, disruptions of key metabolic processes
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with EMS and mated to shk/shk females. Of 4035 femalesproduce very specific defects. Mutations in the gene
examined, 118 had a wing phenotype and these were individu-encoding glutamine synthase I have been shown to dis-
ally remated to y w v sun1 FRT101 f/Dp(1)sdY#3m males. The

rupt chromosome segregation of the cortical divisions offspring were scored for the absence of y w v FRT101*/y w
(Frenz and Glover 1996). Hypoxia and nitric oxide v sun1 FRT101 females. Three lines failed to complement sun1

of which two were recovered, sun2 and sun3. The shk stockinduce a rapid, reversible metaphase arrest during the
accumulated modifiers with passaging and was eventually lost.syncytial divisions that is accompanied by a depletion

The zygotic lethal phenotype of the sun locus was mappedof ATP levels (DiGregorio et al. 2001). These examples
to 13F/14A by recombination with the multiply marked sc cv

demonstrate that metabolic processes are important ct v g f and m wy sd oss chromosomes and with X chromosome
during this time. We report here on the identification deficiencies and duplications. Previous mapping within this

region had placed the sun lethal complementation group asand characterization of another gene, stunted (sun), that
adjacent and proximal to the D-Myb proto-oncogene (A. Kat-specifically disrupts the cortical cell divisions. Our analy-
zen, unpublished results).sis of sun shows that it encodes the Drosophila epsilon

In vivo fluorescence analysis: For anti-�-tubulin and propid-
(ε)-subunit of the mitochondrial ATP synthase. Embyros ium iodide staining, embryos were fixed in formaldehyde,
lacking maternal sun display defects in actin furrow for- devitillinized in methanol, gradually rehydrated, and stained

as described previously (Rothwell et al. 1999; Rothwellmation, spindle orientation, nuclear divisions, and cen-
and Sullivan 2000). Microscopy was performed using antrosome positioning in the cortical divisions. We discuss
Olympus IMT2 inverted photoscope equipped with a Bio-Radthe importance of metabolic processes during these dy-
(Richmond, CA) MRC 600 laser confocal imaging system. In

namic, rapid divisions and discuss why molecular motors vivo analysis of tubulin behavior was accomplished by microin-
should be particularly sensitive to reduced ATP synthase jection of fluorescently labeled tubulin into embryos and time-

lapse images were taken using a fluorescence microscopeactivity.
(Kellogg et al. 1988). In vivo analysis of histones was per-
formed as described previously (Minden et al. 1989). F-actin
staining with phalloidin was performed as described previouslyMATERIALS AND METHODS (Rothwell and Sullivan 2000).

Molecular biology: Genomic fragments and cDNAs wereGenetics: y w v FRT101 and y ovoD1 FRT101/Y; C(1)DX f;
subcloned into Bluescript.SK� (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) us-F38/F38 stocks were obtained from T.-B. Chou and N. Perri-
ing standard techniques. The Drosophila stage 10 library usedmon. Other stocks were obtained from the Bloomington and
was constructed by J. Tower using a mixture of random andBowling Green stock centers. For EMS mutagenesis, flies were
oligo(dT) priming cloned into the EcoRI site of �-gt11. DNAfed 25 mm EMS as a 1% sucrose solution.
probe preparation was with a Prime-It II random primer kitInitial screen: y w v FRT101 males were mutagenized with
(Stratagene). Sequencing was with the Sequenase 2.0 kitEMS and mated to runt/FM3 females. y w v FRT101*/FM3
(United States Biochemical, Cleveland) or the Taq DyeDeoxyfemales (* denotes mutagenized chromosome) were mated
terminator cycle sequencing kit (Applied Biosystems, Fosterindividually to FM7 males. Offspring were screened for the
City, CA) or the AutoRead kit (Pharmacia, Piscataway, NJ)absence of males, which indicated that an X-linked lethal
following the manufacturer’s instructions. Sequences weremutation had been induced. y w v FRT101* females from
compiled using Geneworks (Intelligenetics, Mountain View,each line were mated either to FM7 males to generate a refer-
CA) or Lasergene software. PCR for mutant allele sequencingence stock or to ovoD1 FRT101/Y; F38/F38 males (F38 is a
was done with rTth DNA polymerase (Perkin Elmer, Norwalk,heat-shock-inducible FLP recombinase on the second chromo-
CT). PCR products were cloned into the Topo vector (In-some). Larvae from the latter cross were heat-shocked at 37�
vitrogen, San Diego). Expressed sequence tags (ESTs) fromfor 4 hr to generate germline clones. FRT101*/ovoD1 FRT101
the Berkeley Drosophila Genome project were used to analyzefemales were selected and mated to X/Y; FG2/FG2 males (FG2
the transcripts in the sun region. The sequence obtained foris a lacZ reporter gene at the fushi tarazu locus). The eggs laid
EST GM13815 is identical to the cDNA clone sequencesby these crosses were screened for cuticular patterning defects
RH48911 and RE19513 in GenBank, but is shorter by 7 bp.or altered patterns of �-galactosidase staining. The reference

Preparation of DNA from larvae: To sequence mutant al-lines were examined similarly to distinguish between maternal
leles, 5–10 mutant larvae were picked by virtue of their re-and zygotic effects of the lethal mutations.
tarded development, frozen, crushed in 100 �l buffer A (100The sun1 allele was recovered in this screen. The sun1 chro-
mm Tris/HCl pH 7.6, 100 mm EDTA, 100 mm NaCl, 0.5%mosome was found to have a mutation in the runt (run) locus.
SDS), and incubated for 15 min at 65�. The extract was mixedAs run is located proximal to the Flipase recombinase target
thoroughly with 200 �l of 1.5 m KAc/4.5 m LiCl and chilled(FRT) on the X chromosome at 19E1–3, it was removed by
for 10 min on ice. The extract was spun at 15,000 rpm for 10recombination with a sc cv ct v g f stock to generate a y w v
min at room temperature, and the supernatant was transferredsun1 FRT101* f line. The recombinant line still displayed the
to a new tube and respun if necessary. The supernatant wasmaternal-effect phenotype.

F2 screen for further sun alleles: y w v FRT101 males were muta- precipitated with 150 �l propanol, and the pellet was washed
with 70% ethanol, dried, and resupended in 50 �l TE. Twogenized with EMS and mated to run/FM3 females. y w v

FRT101*/FM3 females were recovered and individually mated microliters were used for PCR.
Mitochondrial ATPase assay: Germline mosaic sun1 and sun3to two to three y w v sun1 FRT101 f/Dp(1)sdY#3m males. The

offspring were scored for the absence of y w v females, indicat- females were generated following a 1-hr heat-shock, and ex-
tracts prepared from their embryos were collected for 3-hring the presence of a mutation on the mutagenized chromo-

some that fails to complement sun1. No lethal alleles of sun intervals over a 3-day period. No embryos were observed from
a non-heat-shock control cross between sun3 females and ovoD1were recovered in the 4636 chromosomes screened, although

the shrinkled (shk) mutation that shows an incompletely pene- males. Embryos were homogenized with a plastic pestle in 1.5-
ml tubes (Kontes) in �10 volumes of 25 mm Tris (pH 7.5),trant wing phenotype in trans was found. The shk chromosome

was used in an F1 screen: y w v FRT101 males were mutagenized 0.25 m sucrose, 5 mm EDTA, and a protease inhibitor cocktail
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Figure 1.—Organization of the sun genomic locus. The genomic region around the sun locus deduced from restriction
mapping, partial sequencing, and genome project data is shown. Identified genes are shown on the chromosome, with the
orientation of the gene shown by the lines linking exons above the line (5� to 3� is from left to right) or below the line (5� to
3� is from right to left). The 11-kb Sal I genomic rescue fragment is shown as a bar below the chromosome.

(10 m benzamidine HCl, 1.2 g/ml phenanthroline, 10 g/ml EM67) is a zygotic lethal, and attempts to produce germ-
aprotinin, 10 g/ml leupeptin, and 10 g/ml pepstatin A). Ho- line clones by X-ray-induced mitotic recombination did
mogenates were centrifuged at 100,000 � g for 1 hr at 4�

not lead to any females able to lay eggs. The sun4 chro-and supernatant and pellet fractions were collected, frozen
mosome may therefore carry a second lethal. sun5 (syn-in liquid N2, and stored at 	80� until needed. The pellet

fraction contains membrane-associated ATPases, including onyms 42-3.0B and EM69) is viable, but displays female
mitochondrial, lysosomal, and vacuolar ATPases. Protein con- sterility in trans to sun1 and sun2 and is lethal in trans to
centrations were determined by Bradford assay (Bio-Rad), us- sun3 and Df(1)sd72b. As sun3 is the only allele lethal in
ing BSA as a standard prior to freezing. As controls, protein

trans to sun5, it is probably a strong hypomorph or aextracts were also made from embryos collected from wild-
null mutation. sun4 was found to give fertile females attype and y w v sun3 FRT101/FM7c stocks. ATPase assays were

performed according to Bowman et al. (1978) on 32 and 11 a rate of 10% when in trans to sun5, so is probably a
g of total protein from each pellet and supernatant fraction, weak hypomorph. The maternal effects of sun1, sun2,
respectively, in the presence (5 mm) and absence of NaN3. and sun3 were all found to be temperature sensitive, as
There was no significant difference in ATPase activity in high-

rescue of cuticle is observed when mosaic females andspeed supernatant fractions between the different embryo
eggs are kept at 18� (Kidd 1994). The phenotypic exper-preparations.
iments described in the rest of this article were all per-
formed using sun3 and sun1 at 23�–25�.

RESULTS Molecular characterization of the stunted locus: The
sun locus (complementation group XV) was mappedThe stunted maternal-effect locus: The sun locus was
relative to other complementation groups in Df(1)sd72b

identified in an EMS screen for X-linked zygotic lethals.
and found to lie adjacent to the D-Myb proto-oncogeneThe mutagenized chromosomes carried an FRT ele-
locus (Katzen et al. 1985, 1998). An 11-kb genomicment, allowing rapid and efficient generation of germ-
fragment (Figure 1) was used to generate transgenicline clones and analysis of the maternal requirement of
flies and found to rescue the zygotic lethal phenotypethe isolated lethals (Chou and Perrimon 1992). Eggs
of sun alleles and no other complementation groups inlacking maternal sun (sunmat	; either sun1 or sun3) dis-
the region. In addition to D-myb, other transcripts wereplayed an almost complete lack of cuticle, and confocal
identified within the rescue fragment by probing mater-analysis revealed defects in early embryogenesis (see
nal mRNA Northern blots with genomic subfragmentsbelow). An F2 screen was designed to look for new sun
and by matching public ESTs to genomic sequence.alleles, from which we recovered one line that displayed
Transgenes containing the novel ubiquitin-like genean improperly expanded wing in trans to sun1. Although
UBL3 (Chadwick et al. 1999) under control of its cog-we were unable to show conclusively that this mutation
nate or a heat-shock promoter failed to rescue sun phe-(shrinkled) was an allele of sun (the allele was later lost),
notypes. Sequencing of the UBL3 gene in sun mutantswe used it to screen for mutations that are unable to
also failed to detect any changes. The putative protein-complement its wing phenotype. Two mutations that
coding region of the second gene, FLI-LRR associatedsubsequently failed to complement sun1 were recovered:
protein-1 (CG8578; Liu and Yin 1998), extends beyondsun2 and sun3. Mosaic females with germline clones ho-
the bounds of the genomic rescue fragment. Expressionmozygous for either allele produce sunmat	 embyros with
of CG15914 was not detected on ovarian mRNA North-the same embryonic defects as sun1, indicating that the
ern blots. Thus we focused on a fourth transcriptionnew mutations are indeed sun alleles, and the same
unit identified by the EST GM13815. Sequencing oflocus is responsible for both zygotic lethality and the
GM13815 showed it to encode the 61-amino-acid ε-sub-maternal phenotype.
unit of the mitochondrial ATP synthase (CG9032-RA;We localized the sun locus to 13F by recombination
Figure 2). The Drosophila ε-subunit is a small basicand deficiency mapping. sun lies within Df(1)sd72b, which
protein with 48% identity at the amino acid level to theextends from 13F–14A, an interval previously saturated
Arabidopsis ε-subunit, 39% homology to the Saccharo-for lethal mutations (Katzen and Bishop 1996). Com-
myces cerevisiae ε-subunit, and 34% homology to the bo-plementation analysis showed that sun corresponds to
vine ε-subunit. A second ε-subunit, encoded by CG31477,lethal group XV (Katzen and Bishop 1996), which

includes two previously recovered alleles. sun4 (synonym is present in the fly but as it is not represented in any
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Figure 2.—Sequence of the sun gene. (A) DNA sequence of the sun gene, with the predicted amino acid sequence of the
gene product shown at bottom. The mutation found in sun alleles 1–3 that changes Trp4 to a stop codon is highlighted with
asterisks above the DNA sequence. Vertical bars indicate the location of splice sites; the first intron is 129 bp long, and the
second is �600 bp. The unspliced transcript is predicted to be �1.3 kb. (B) Alignment of the Sun amino acid sequence with
the ε-subunits of ATP synthase from a representative range of organisms. Residues common to three or more sequences are
boxed. The amino acid sequence accession numbers are: Drosophila CG31477, NP_731449; Arabidopsis, Q96253; C. elegans,
P34539; Human, NP_008817; S. cerevisiae, NP_015052; and Schizosaccharomyces pombe, NP_596577. The C. elegans and S. pombe
sequences are putative proteins identified by analysis of genome projects data.

of the public EST collections, it may be expressed only alleles (sun1,2,3) revealed the same nonsense mutation:
TGG (Trp4) to TGA (Stop) (Figure 2A). This change isat a low level or in a tissue not yet sampled. The ε-subunit

is duplicated in Caenorhabditis elegans and present at commonly seen in EMS mutagenesis (Ashburner 1989),
and as each of the chromosomes displays different com-three copies in Anopheles; in each case the duplication

events appear to have occurred after these species plementation characteristics, we believe the three muta-
tions were independent events. The proximity of theshared a common ancestor with the fly as the ε-subunits

are more homologous within each species than between nonsense mutation to the start codon indicates that
these mutations are null alleles. The differences in com-species.

Sequencing of the ε-subunit gene from three mutant plementation characteristics between these mutations
are probably due to additional mutations on the chro-
mosomes. This is supported by the ATPase assays de-
scribed below.

The ATPase activity of mitochondrial ATP synthase
is markedly reduced in sun mutants: Mitochondrial ATP
synthase both synthesizes and breaks down ATP. The
ATPase activity of mitochondrial ATP synthase is directly
correlated to the synthetic enzyme’s activity, and so we
could assay enzyme activity directly by measuring mem-
brane-associated mitochondrial ATPase activity in 0- to
3-hr embryo extracts. There are multiple sources of
ATPase activity, and to identify the mitochondrial ATPase,

Figure 3.—ATPase activity in wild-type and sun mutant em- we took advantage of the fact that sodium azide is a
bryo extracts. Bars indicate ATPase activity in high-speed pel- specific and potent inhibitor of mitochondrial ATP syn-
lets made from embryos collected from wild-type and sun3/� thase. This approach is standard for the field. Extractsstocks or germline mosaic females of sun3 and sun1. Optical

enriched for mitochondrial proteins were prepared anddensity (A660) values and genotypes are indicated along the
assayed in parallel and in duplicate for ATPase activity,ordinate and abscissa, respectively. The total ATPase activity

derived from the mitochondrial ATP synthase is indicated by in the presence and absence of sodium azide. In wild-
the purple portion of each bar. ATPase activity was measured type embryo extracts roughly one-half of the total
in the absence (purple plus white) and presence (white) of ATPase activity detected is sensitive to inhibition by so-the mitochondrial ATP synthase-specific inhibitor NaN3 (Bow-

dium azide and must be derived from mitochondrialman et al. 1978). Each protein fraction was assayed twice and
the average values are shown. ATP synthase (Figure 3).
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Figure 4.—Nuclear behavior of
wild-type and stunted embryos. Wild-
type (left column) and sunmat	 embryos
(stunted, right column) were stained
with the nuclear dye propidium iodide.
During the early cortical divisions,
slight abnormalities are observed in
sunmat	 embryos. During the late corti-
cal divisions, areas in which large num-
bers of nuclei have fallen back into the
center of the embryo are observed and
spacing between nuclei has become ir-
regular. At telophase of cycle 13, the
spacing defects are readily apparent as
nuclei come closer together than in
wild type, forming lines of nuclei ar-
ranged in clumps in a manner reminis-
cent of the “paisley” pattern. The 60�
insets reveal many nuclei are in contact
with their neighbors and form lines of
touching nuclei. At cellularization, nu-
clear fusion has occurred throughout
the sunmat	 embryos; this is apparent in
the 60� inset. Bar, 10 �m.

We also assayed extracts made from embryos derived mutant germlines (mosaic females), mitochondrial ATP
synthase-specific ATPase activity is reduced sixfold (Fig-from sun3/� adult females, which should have half the

normal levels of maternally supplied Sun. As expected, ure 3). This major reduction in activity is correlated
with the strong sun3 embryonic phenotype. Mitochon-we find mitochondrial ATP synthase activity is reduced

twofold compared to wild type, indicating that Sun is a drial ATP synthase-specific ATPase activity is also sig-
nificantly compromised in extracts produced by germ-limiting component for mitochondrial ATP synthase

activity (Figure 3). In embryo extracts derived from sun1 line mosaic sun1 females (Figure 3). The higher levels
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TABLE 1of activity in these extracts are consistent with their
weaker embryonic phenotype. These results show that Nuclear behavior in wild-type and sun embryos
sun activity is a critical component of mitochondrial
ATP synthase activity in Drosophila. sunmat	 sun/FM7

Lack of zygotic stunted dramatically reduces larval
Cycle % abnormal N % abnormal Ngrowth: All four lethal sun alleles show a zygotic pheno-

type of greatly delayed larval growth. Mutant sun larvae 0–9 0 62 0 21
10 6 15 0 9die stochastically after hatching but some can be main-
11 15 34 11 7tained in the presence of a yeast food supply for eight
12 50 24 14 9days or longer. The mutant larvae undergo little or no
13 86 22 0 7growth, and none appear to undergo the first molt to 14 97 33 0 15

the second instar stage of development. There were no Cellularization 97 34 0 9
obvious behavioral defects in the larvae, although some

The nuclei of sunmat	 and sunmat	/FM7 control embryos wereindividuals can appear sluggish. Maternally supplied sun
stained with propidium iodide and examined for defects incould be responsible for the partial development ob- morphology, spacing between nuclei, and position relative to the

served. The lethal phase probably reflects the point at plasma membrane. The sun3 allele was used for this analysis.
which the maternal supplies run out. Larval growth is
driven by DNA replication, which can be measured by
the incorporation of BrdU into DNA (Smith and Orr- larization (cycle 14; Figures 4–6). Syncytial nuclear fu-

sions are the direct result of a failure to properly formWeaver 1991). In wild-type larvae deprived of dietary
protein, but supplied with sucrose as an energy source, metaphase furrows that are generated by the actin cyto-

skeleton (Schweisguth et al. 1990; Simpson andDNA replication is restricted to mushroom body neuro-
blasts and the gonad (Britton and Edgar 1998). Lar- Wieschaus 1990; Sullivan et al. 1993).

The actin cytoskeleton displays defects in sunmat	 em-vae lacking zygotic sun have a BrdU incorporation pat-
tern that closely resembled this pattern (M. Garfinkel bryos: In sunmat	 embryos, actin caps form normally above

interphase nuclei (Figure 6, A and B). However, duringand B. A. Edgar, personal communication). A P ele-
ment inserted into the first intron of the �-subunit of metaphase, gaps in the metaphase furrows are common

and most frequently found at regions of the metaphasemitochondrial ATP synthase also gives a larval growth
arrest in the first instar and limited DNA replication plate most distant from the centrosomes (Figure 6D).

This furrow defect is similar to that observed in nuf(Galloni and Edgar 1999).
The sun maternal effect specifically disrupts the ar- mutant embryos (Rothwell et al. 1998). At the onset

of cellularization, the normally regular actin networkrangement of nuclei of the syncytial blastoderm: sunmat	

embryos show defective cuticles indicative of an early is highly disorganized, and in some areas completely
absent, resulting in the formation of multinucleate cellsrequirement for sun activity. Preliminary examination

of mutant embryos showed that they are already abnor- (Figure 6F; Kidd 1994; R. Abu-Shumays and W. Sulli-
van, unpublished data). A number of zygotic and mater-mal by the blastoderm stage, so we stained 0- to 4-hr

embryos using the nuclear dye propidium iodide (PI; nal mutants have this phenotype, e.g., serendipity, nullo, and
nuf (Schweisguth et al. 1990; Simpson and WieschausFigure 4). Nuclear migration during cycles 4–10 (axial

expansion and cortical migration) appears normal (Ta- 1990; Schejter and Wieschaus 1993).
Abnormal centrosome positioning: Previous studiesble 1). The early cortical divisions (nuclear cycles 10

and 11) are indistinguishable from those in wild-type have demonstrated that proper centrosome duplica-
tion, segregation, and position are essential for normalembryos. However, sunmat	 embryos display highly irreg-

ular nuclear spacing during the late cortical divisions furrow formation and nuclear division (Rothwell and
Sullivan 2000). To understand the metaphase furrow(Figure 4; Table 1). An increasing tendency of the nuclei

to cluster was observed, coincident with the occurrence and nuclear division defects in sunmat	 embryos, we exam-
ined centrosome behavior during the cortical divisions.of nuclear fusion, which is rarely seen in wild-type em-

bryos. Living sunmat	 embryos were injected with fluorescently
labeled tubulin to follow centrosome dynamics (Figure 7)To identify a basis for these phenotypes, we examined

nuclear dynamics in sunmat	 embryos by injecting fluo- (Rothwell and Sullivan 1999). In the late syncytial
divisions of wild-type embryos, centrosome duplicationrescently labeled histone into living embryos (Figure 5).

A time-lapse movie revealed that numerous nuclear fu- occurs during telophase and the sister centrosomes sep-
arate to opposite poles in early interphase. Analysis ofsions between nonsister nuclei occur at telophase of

cycle 13 (Figure 5, D–F). After fusion, these nuclei drop sunmat	 embryos indicates that centrosome duplication
and separation occur normally. This is evidenced byback into the yolk, often leaving behind free centro-

somes (Kidd 1994; R. Abu-Shumays and W. Sullivan, the fact that all interphase nuclei contain centrosomes
normally positioned at opposite poles (Figure 7B, a).unpublished data). A downstream consequence is the

formation of large multinucleate cells just prior to cellu- However, the relative position of centrosome pairs on
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neighboring nuclei is abnormal in mutant embryos. tions that maximize the distance between centrosomes
(Valdes-Perez and Minden 1995). In contrast, in meta-During the late syncytial divisions of wild-type embryos,

mitotic spindles are evenly spaced in an array of orienta- phase sunmat	 embryos, the mitotic spindles are often
found in parallel arrays (Figure 7, A and B). The parallel
arrays arise from the abnormal positioning of neighboring
nonsister centrosomes in early interphase (Figure 7B,
b, arrows). Since repulsion between overlapping astral
microtubules is thought to be the primary factor in
positioning neighboring centrosomes, this astral-based
process may be compromised in sunmat	 embryos (see
discussion). The abnormal interphase centrosome ori-
entation foreshadows the abnormal orientation of
neighboring spindles at metaphase (Figure 7B, c). The
abnormal orientation of the neighboring spindles could
be due to defects in furrow formation, centrosome posi-
tioning, or a combination of both. The variability in the
sun phenotype made distinguishing between the two
possibilities inconclusive.

DISCUSSION

The effect of reduced ATP levels in the early embryo:
We have described the maternal and zygotic effects of
null mutations in the sun locus. sun encodes the ε-sub-
unit of the mitochondrial ATP synthase, the universal
enzyme for cellular ATP synthesis (reviewed in Boyer
1997). In yeast the ε-subunit is a nonessential gene re-
quired for dimerization and oligomerization of ATP
synthase and is involved in generating the inward fold-
ings of the inner mitochondrial membrane, the cristae
(Lai-Zhang et al. 1999; Pawnard et al. 2003). The
ε-subunit is also a potential binding site or target of the
natural inhibitor protein IF1 that serves to prevent ATP
hydrolysis (Solaini et al. 1997; Minauro-Sanmiguel
et al. 2002). The ε-subunit appears necessary for the
maximum efficiency of the ATP synthase complex and
it has been proposed to be a molecular clutch regulating
the coupling of ATP synthesis to proton flow (Lai-Zhang
et al. 1999). Expression of the bovine ε-subunit can res-
cue the growth defect of S. cerevisiae carrying a deletion
of the ε-subunit gene (Lai-Zhang and Mueller 2000).
This result suggests that the molecular function of the
ε-subunit within the mitochondrial ATP synthase com-
plex has been conserved throughout eukaryotic evolu-
tion. Thus we interpret the sun mutant phenotypes as a
consequence of reduced levels of ATP. This is consistent
with the increased severity of the defects seen at higher
temperatures in the sun mutants, because ATP require-
ments and oxygen consumption increase at higher tem-

Figure 5.—Nuclear dynamics in a sunmat	 embryo. Images
of living sunmat embryos injected with fluorescently labeled
histones at nuclear cycle 13 are shown. Prophase (a), meta-
phase (b), anaphase (c), telophase (d and e), and interphase
(f) are shown. Fusions between dividing nuclei occur at telo-
phase (see arrows in e).
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Figure 6.—Actin distribution in sunmat	

embryos. Wild-type (sunmat	/FM7c) and
sunmat	 (stunted) embryos were stained
with fluroscein-labeled phalloidin and
propidium iodide. The actin caps ap-
pear to form normally in sunmat	 (stunted)
embryos (A and B). However, the meta-
phase furrows are frequently absent in
sunmat	 embryos (D). By cellularization,
the normal orderly outline of cells (E)
is severely disrupted (F). Bar, 10 �m.

peratures. Reducing ATP levels in the embryo by inhib- tation of the sun phenotype is that the activity of the
motor proteins during the cortical divisions places extraiting oxidative phosphorylation with cyanide or azide

induces a cell cycle arrest (DiGregorio et al. 2001; W. energetic demands on the embryo. In sun embryos,
while the reduced ATP levels are sufficient for the earlySullivan, unpublished observations). We saw no evi-

dence of cell cycle arrests in sun maternal-effect embryos. divisions, they are insufficient for the cortical divisions.
On the basis of the sun maternal-effect phenotype, weThe sun maternal effect is most dramatic during the

late cortical cycles, presumably reflecting a greater ener- propose that maintaining regular spacing of the closely
packed nuclei is the most ATP-demanding process ingetic load at these stages. Lack of sun activity disrupts

alignment of neighboring spindles and formation of the syncytial embryo. The inability to keep nuclei apart
leads to inappropriate microtubule interactions, nuclearthe metaphase and cellularization furrows. A direct con-

sequence of this is fusions of sister nuclei. Computa- fusion, and dropping of nuclei back toward the yolk.
The repulsive force between anti-parallel microtubulestional studies of these mitoses indicate that the even

spacing results from interactions of each nucleus with is generated by microtubule-based motor proteins. Given
the number of molecular motors already described, itits neighbors (Valdes-Perez and Minden 1995). These

interactions most likely arise from centrosome-based is highly likely that several contribute to spindle posi-
tioning (Scholey et al. 2003). The sun mutant pheno-astral microtubules repelling one another (de Saint

Phalle and Sullivan 1998). The force of their repul- type could be a failure of the motor proteins to provide
this repulsive force. For example, the motor proteinsion is inversely proportional to the distance between

neighboring centrosomes. The abnormal arrangement KLP61F acts on anti-parallel microtubules to maintain
separation of sister centrosomes (Sharp et al. 1999). Inof spindles in sun embryos is not due to a failure to

form astral microtubules, as we do not see a difference addition, embryos lacking the motor protein Ncd dis-
play centrosomal defects and microtubule spurs be-between wild-type and sun astral microtubules in the light

microscope. tween mitotic spindles (Endow et al. 1994). Figure 4 of
Endow and Komma (1996) shows three aligned spindlesMotor proteins and the sun phenotype: One interpre-
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Figure 7.—Analysis of microtubule behavior in a sunmat	 embryo. (A) Fixed analysis of wild-type vs. sunmat	 embryos. (B) Time-
lapse sequence of a sunmat	 syncytial blastoderm embryo injected with fluorescently labeled tubulin. (a and b) Prophase. The
syncytial nuclei can be seen by an absence of tubulin staining due to exclusion by the nuclear envelope. The position of the
centrosomes can be determined from increased density of tubulin on either side of the nuclei. On the left, a line of nuclei (indicated
by arrows) in which the centrosomes have aligned can be seen. (c) During metaphase, the mitotic spindles corresponding to
the aligned centrosomes can be seen on the left. (d) During late metaphase, irregular mitotic figures become apparent, with
inappropriate interactions between neighboring spindles, notably at the bottom left and right corners. (e) Anaphase. A lack of
mitotic coordination becomes apparent as some spindles break down more quickly than others, and midbodies form (accumulation
of microtubules at the spindle equator; these are more apparent in f). (f) Telophase. The position of the centrosomes can be
deduced from small local concentrations of tubulin; midbody formation has occurred at the remaining spindles. A group of
tightly apposed abnormal midbodies can be seen in the bottom left (indicated by arrows).

reminiscent of the sun maternal effect. A further candi- Gs1 for ATP, the sun and Gs1 mutant phenotypes are
almost reciprocal, with Gs1 affecting nuclear events dur-date motor is the Drosophila homolog of MKLP1 kinesin-

like protein, which transports oppositely oriented micro- ing S phase and sun affecting cytoplasmic events during
M phase, with little or no effect on DNA segregation.tubules relative to one another (Schmid and Tautz 1998;

Sharp et al. 1999). Why are the sun and Gs1 mutant phenotypes so recip-
rocal? Gs1 may function at lower ATP concentrationsIntracellular circulation of ATP: One might have ex-

pected decreased levels of ATP to have highly pleiotro- than required for the molecular motors to maintain
spindle separation. In the sun mutant, there may bepic effects, and so it is surprising that sun has such

a specific effect on the syncytial mitoses. Many other sufficient ATP to carry out the functions of Gs1, but not
those of the microtubule-associated motors. There maymutations affecting the syncytial mitoses turn out to be

centrosomal or key regulators of the cell cycle, e.g., nu- also be distinct biochemical pools from which Gs1 and
the motors obtain ATP. Under most conditions, intra-clear fallout (Rothwell et al. 1998). The sun locus is dis-

tinctive by encoding a component of a central metabolic cellular circulation keeps the ATP concentration per-
fectly homeostatic, meaning the concentration does notenzyme. Mutations in another essential metabolic enzyme,

Glutamine synthetase 1 (Gs1), also specifically affect the syn- change even when ATP-dependent work is being per-
formed (Hochachka 2003). The sun mutant syncytiumcytial mitoses (Frenz and Glover 1996). Gs1 catalyzes

the amination of glutamate in an ATP-dependent man- may resemble a fatigued cell, with local differences in
intracellular circulation of ATP to the metabolic poolsner to produce glutamine, which is required for amino

acid, purine, and pyrimidine biosynthesis. Analysis of containing molecular motors and biosynthetic enzymes.
The role of the ε-subunit in multicellular organisms:Gs1 mutants suggests that delays in syncytial cell cycle

progression lead to nuclei being discarded due to a reduc- S. cerevisiae deleted for the ε-subunit grow slowly on
medium with glycerol as the carbon source, indicatingtion in amino acid and nucleotide availability (Frenz and

Glover 1996). Surprisingly, given the requirement of that the ε-subunit is not an essential gene (Lai-Zhang
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et al. 1999). In contrast to S. cerevisiae, the ε-subunit of strongly suggest Sun indeed participates in ATP synthe-
sis (Figure 3). Rather, the genetic and biochemical anal-ATP synthase is essential for survival of Drosophila. As

the bovine ε-subunit can rescue the yeast ε-deletion mu- yses suggest that Sun is a bifunctional protein. Such a
dual function is reminiscent of another mitochondrialtant (Lai-Zhang and Mueller 2000), we believe that

the phenotypic differences originate in differences in protein, cytochrome C, which functions within the respi-
ratory electron transport chain and is released from theATP homeostasis between unicellular and multicellular

organisms. No other eukaryotic ε-subunit mutants have mitochondria to participate in apoptosis (Li et al. 2004).
A better understanding of Sun function awaits the devel-been published. Our phenotypic and biochemical ob-

servations indicate that ATP levels are reduced but not opment of antibody reagents to visualize Sun localiza-
tion, particularly in Drosophila models of aging. Foreliminated, supporting the hypothesis that the ε-subunit

is required for maximal efficiency of ATP synthase. The the moment, there are some intriguing hints as to how
Sun might be regulated: sun transcription has beenpresence of maternal ATP in sun mutants allows growth

until an energetically demanding process is encoun- shown to be downregulated by oxidative stress, which
is thought to limit life span in multicellular organismstered. In the early embryo, the first defects are seen in

the cortical divisions, but the embryos continue to grow (Finkel and Holbrook 2000; Girardot et al. 2004).
Sun has been shown to bind the regulatory subunit ofand cellularize, albeit abnormally. Embryos lacking mater-

nal sun fail to gastrulate (T. Kidd and D. Ish-Horowicz, cAMP protein kinase, suggesting it may be a substrate
for phosphorylation (Pka-R1; Giot et al. 2003), althoughunpublished observations), suggesting the dynamic cell

movements are incompatible with the reduced ATP lev- it remains to be confirmed in vivo.
els. In the larva, the energetically demanding processes We are grateful to Helen Francis-Lang for recognizing the sun
of DNA replication and protein synthesis normally drive maternal effect as a morphogenesis defect, for suggesting the name

stunted, and for coordinating research interactions between the Ish-a 200-fold increase in mass over 4 days (Galloni and
Horowicz and Sullivan laboratories. We thank Ze’ev Paroush, WendyEdgar 1999). The absence of zygotic sun causes a larval
Rothwell, and Kristina Yu for technical assistance and advice, as wellgrowth arrest before any significant growth has occurred.
as other members of the Ish-Horowicz and Sullivan laboratories. We

Interestingly, the same phenotype is seen for a mutation, thank Michelle Garfinkel and Bruce Edgar for examining sun mutant
colibri, in the �-subunit of ATP synthase (Galloni and larvae. We thank Corey Goodman in whose laboratory some of this

work was carried out. We are especially grateful to T.-B. Chou andEdgar 1999). The �-subunit, known as bellwether in Dro-
N. Perrimon for supplying stocks before publication and to Barrysophila, should be absolutely required for ATP synthesis;
Bowman for his help with the ATPase assays. This work was supporteda series of alleles have been characterized as recessive
by the Imperial Cancer Research Fund (now Cancer Research UK),

lethal, but the exact lethal phase was not determined by a grant from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute International
(Jacobs et al. 1998). The colibri allele of bellwether is a Research Scholars Program (to D.I.-H.), and by grants from the Na-

tional Institutes of Health (R01 GM68961 to A.K. and R01 GM46409)P-element insertion in an intron and is most probably
and the University of California Cancer Coordinating Committee to W.S.a hypomorphic allele allowing some synthesis of ATP

in a manner similar to that of sun alleles. Mutant clones
of colibri in the wing show a severe size reduction whereas
mutant clones in the eye survive well (Galloni and LITERATURE CITED
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